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WELCOME TO

CRAZY HO WORLD

Welcome to the Crazy Ho NFT project! 
"Crazy Ho" is a one-of-a-kind Indian anime series
that follows the adventures of five bold
characters : Jal, Agni, Prithvi, V.A.Y.U, and Amber,
as they tackle society's most pressing issues with
creativity, courage, and unconventional solutions.
This whitepaper offers a glimpse into the
project's visionary world, the NFT opportunities,
and the unique benefits for NFT holders. Are you
ready to explore this crazy world? #CrazyHoNFT



THE CRAZY HO

SERIES

The series is built on the philosophy that ordinary people can't
effect change because they lack power and boldness, but crazy
people can do anything. "Crazy Ho" literally asks, "Are you crazy
enough to change the world?
Crazy Ho is an unconventional, humorous, yet hard-hitting
anime series that explores how five bold characters challenge
traditional norms to create positive change.
Each episode dives into a pressing social issue, offering a crazy
and creative solution. The character's names are inspired by the
five elements that make up our bodies and the world: Water,
Fire, Earth, Air, and Space. 
Despite their unique traits, these five characters work together
toward a common goal i.e to bring about meaningful change in
society.
Meet the characters who are ready to take on any challenge and
spark a revolution:



MEET OUR CRAZY CHANGE-MAKERS

jal agni prithvi amber V.A.Y.U



JAL

Jal (Water): An emotional and sensitive musician who dreams of forming a
rock band. He believes his guitar is mightier than a sword.



AGNI

Agni (Fire): A tom-boyish rebel with a fiery spirit. She's fearless in
speaking her mind and isn't afraid to break a leg—literally.



PRITHVI

Prithvi (Earth): A confused yet creative spirit who's always exploring new
hobbies. His charm and innocence win people's hearts, and he's always
willing to help.



AMBER

Amber (Space): A confident leader who is outspoken and always ready to
make a difference. Her fiery speeches ignite change.



V.A.Y.U

V.A.Y.U (Air): A witty, risk-taking guy with a knack for "jugaad." He views
things from a different perspective and uses unconventional methods to
solve problems. Nobody knows his full real name.



BECOME

A PRODUCER

Crazy Ho presents a limited edition of 108 logo poster NFTs, offering you
the unique chance to become a Producer of the first season of this
groundbreaking anime series. By purchasing a Crazy Ho Producer NFT,
you're not just buying a digital collectible—you are investing in a share of
the profits and joining a movement.

As a Producer, you'll unlock a host of exclusive benefits:

Profit Sharing: Get a percentage of the webseries profits and watch
your investment grow.
Character Drop NFTs: Be the first to access future drops featuring your
favorite characters.
AMA Sessions & Community Events: Interact with the Crazy Ho team
and participate in special events that bring the series to life.
Behind-the-Scenes Access: Gain insider insights into the production
process and get sneak peeks at upcoming storylines and much more

Are you ready to be a Producer and be part of the Crazy Ho revolution? 



108 NFTS

Minting starts on May 10, 2024—your chance to own a limited edition Crazy
Ho Producer NFT. 
Only 108 are available for the first season, which will feature 10 episodes,
each tackling a unique societal issue with innovative solutions. But it's more
than just a show; these episodes aim to drive real-world change by addressing
critical topics.

By purchasing one of these exclusive NFTs, you become a producer of the
series, gaining unique benefits and a share in the profits. Don't miss out



WHY 108 NFTS? 

 The Power of 108:

The number 108 holds profound significance. In ancient Indian astronomy, it was believed
that the sun was 108 sun-diameters away from the earth, and the moon was 108 moon-
diameters away. This remarkable alignment has inspired spiritual and mathematical
symbolism for centuries.

- 1 represents new beginnings, leadership, and initiative. It speaks to those who are proactive
and always pushing for progress.
- 0 symbolizes infinity, completeness, and the entire cosmic order. It represents both the
beginning and the end.
- 8 signifies material wealth, abundance, and success. It is also associated with karma,
highlighting the long-lasting impact of our actions.
- 9 (the sum of 1 + 0 + 8) is considered the number of completion and fulfillment. It embodies
universal love, eternity, and the spiritual culmination of all energies.

With this deep-rooted symbolism, 108 is seen as an auspicious number—a symbol of
harmony, progress, and abundance.

By joining the Crazy Ho NFT project, you're tapping into this power. 

Ready to create real wealth with Crazy Ho? Secure your NFT before they sell out!



BUILD REAL WEALTH

Observer (Promoter)
Become part of the Crazy Ho community and stay in the loop with our newsletter. 
As an Observer, you get early access to exclusive content and

      enjoy cool community perks like fan art, competitions, and more!
You promote and spread the word—it's your pass to the inner circle of Crazy Ho. 

Supporter (Financer)*
Level up your game as a Supporter by purchasing 1 or 2 NFTs and unlock exclusive benefits.

All Observer perks
Profit sharing: 7% of profits from the web series
Digital collectibles and merchandise discounts
Exclusive Q&A sessions with the creators

Believer (Producer)*
Step into the role of a Believer by purchasing 3 NFTs—our top-tier Producer level. You get:

All Supporter benefits
14% profit sharing, a significant return on your investment
Early access to future NFTs and limited-edition merchandise
Voting rights and airdrops** 

* Calculation Example : 
Let's say the Crazy Ho web series generates $10,000,000 in profits. Here's how it breaks down:
Supporter Profit Share: For Supporters, 7% of this, or $700,000, is shared equally among all Supporter NFTs. 
Each Supporter NFT receives $700,000 divided by the number of Supporter NFTs (S), resulting in a profit share of $X per NFT.
Believer Profit Share: 14%, or $1,400,000, is shared equally among all Believer NFTs. 
Each Believer NFT receives $1,400,000 divided by the number of Believer NFTs (B), resulting in a profit share of $Y per NFT.

**subject to maker's consent



NFT OFFERING

BEYOND SERIES

Join the inner circle with the Crazy Ho Producers Community!
This exclusive group gives you a front-row seat to real-world
change. Brainstorm, ideate, and execute impactful projects
while earning recognition for your contributions. 💡

Get a chance to interact with real heroes of change—those
who are making a difference. Enjoy early access to their
podcasts and stay updated on their inspiring journeys. 🎙

Plus, your ticket to CrazyHo Verse, the upcoming Metaverse
game! As an NFT holder, you can earn real rewards by solving
in-game challenges. 

🔥Are you ready to be part of something revolutionary? 
     #CrazyHo #NFT #Web3 



MINTING DATE

Mark your calendars! The Crazy Ho NFT minting is happening on May 10, 2024, 
a day known as Akshaya Tritiya. In Indian scriptures, Akshaya Tritiya 
is considered one of the most auspicious days of the year. 
The term "Akshaya" means "never diminishing," symbolizing 
eternal prosperity and success.

So on Akshaya Tritiya, the sun and moon are in exalted positions, offering 
a rare celestial alignment that is considered particularly favorable for new beginnings.
It's a day when launching new ventures, purchasing gold, or making investments
leads to long-term success. It's a step aligned with cosmic favor,
magnifying your potential for success and prosperity in the world of NFTs.

This makes it the perfect day to launch the Crazy Ho Producer NFT, 
where you can become a Producer of our groundbreaking anime series 
and get a chance to build your wealth.



JOIN THE REVOLUTION 

The Crazy Ho Producer NFT isn't just a digital collectible, it's an opportunity to be part of a
community that's pushing boundaries and driving change. As an NFT holder, you're not just
watching & producing an anime series; you're helping us shape it.

Secure your Crazy Ho NFT and join the movement. Together, let's transform the way stories are
told and tackle societal issues with boldness and creativity. 

Get your NFT and BE THE CHANGE ! #CrazyHoNFT


